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Many people understand, or at least claim to understand, 

the benefits of good packaging; how it impacts the 

consumer, how it can improve product sustainability and 

cost, its impact at point of sale and the ability to project 

the brand image, as well as a host of other benefits. 

Knowing the values embedded in packaging is good, but 

being able to develop packaging solutions that deliver 

those values cost-effectively is everything, and that is 

what we do at JAMES ROSS CONSULTING.

James Ross Consulting is a world leader in the 

packaging consulting business. Established in 1993 

and operating globally, from offices in the United 

Kingdom, the United States and Australia, we are 

experts in understanding the dynamics of pack-

aging and supply chains across a broad spectrum 

of industries and global markets. We have grown 

consistently over the years and have a strong track 

record of delivering positive solutions to meet our 

clients’ needs. 

Our promise to our clients is to provide sustain-

able solutions to their packaging challenges and 

guaranteed return on investment. We show un-

equaled expertise in cost saving, supply chain opti-

mization, survey/diagnostics, packaging develop-

ment, and more. We equally understand the trends 

in the industry and help our clients adapt to them.

About James Ross 

Consulting 
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Cost Optimization 

We work with our clients (manufacturers) to identify and deliver 

net-business cost improvement. Cost optimization can be a combination 

of empirical factors within the overall supply chain – packaging materials 

optimization, OEE improvement, supply chain cost reduction (inbound 

and / or outbound), labor cost savings, damage reduction etc. 

We use our survey phase to identify opportunities, then a phased approach 

to testing, validation and delivery. This way, we are able to come up with 

materials and packaging strategies that would deliver sustainable results. 

Technical Support 

This includes provision Project Management Services and Independent 

Technical Resources. Our Project Management Services are for clients 

who probably have discovered a specific business area that they want to 

address but lack the requisite expertise and/or resource. For such clients, 

we don’t only provide project management services but bring our array of 

Our Services 
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experience to bear in the process. On the other hand, we provide 

independent technical resources for CAD/Prototyping, Structur-

al Design, 3D Design, Marketing Research, and Product Testing. 

Analytical Services 

We use extensive data gathering, collation, and processing to 

provide tailored, focused, and in-depth analysis of specific issues 

for manufacturers as well as government agencies. 

Data analytics is a core competency within James Ross Consult-

ing and one with an ever-increasing impact on our project work 

– whether this is data mining for sustainability reporting, bulk 

data analytics for packaging performance assessment or scenario 

modeling for e-commerce solutions, data management is now at 

the heart of most of our projects.

Within James Ross Consulting we have specialist programming 

and data management capabilities, allowing us to develop next 

generation tools for packaging analysis, management and total 

cost optimization. 

PackDevPro

This is our cloud-based, state-of-the-art, and custom-made dig-

ital tool that identi-

fies opportunities for 

packaging optimiza-

tion and shipping format. This first-of-its-kind product features 

a design element that accepts a basic input and utilizes it to de-

velop optimized size for the primary pack, propose the optimum 

collation format, and recommend pack orientation for supply 

chain efficiency. It also features a calculations element that per-

forms complex calculations and provides the result in seconds. 

This is not an experimental tool; it has been used to achieve in-

credible results in India, the USA, and Europe. PackDevPro has 

been used and tested extensively with our clients, delivering over 

$30MM in direct supply chain cost savings and many millions of 

dollars in cost avoidance, through ‘right first time’ design solu-
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tions (packs designed to fit the specifics of the supply chain…not 

just to fit on a pallet).

Greenshare

This is a cloud-based sustainability reporting platform. Original-

ly developed to focus on packaging, the platform is scale-able and 

compliant with sustainability reporting rules across the globe. It 

measures the amount and type of packaging associated with in-

dividual SKU’s and tracks the impact of that SKU specifically on 

all markets into which it is sold. This allows users to understand 

their direct impact on the waste stream in individual markets 

around the globe, and to adjust their formats accordingly. 

As well as solid, empirical packaging data, Greenshare was devel-

oped to carry carbon footprint data and was built and validated 

with inputs from NGO’s and academic institutions world-wide.

In addition to carrying packaging data, the tool can easily carry 

water, energy and other sustainability metrics relating to product 

and overall supply chain. Modules have also been developed to 

calculate packaging tax liabilities and to output formatted / com-

pliant reports on sustainability performance over time.



Industries 

Packaging covers a huge range of industries and sectors, with our core work focused on Food & Beverages, Healthcare, Consumer 

Goods & Services, and Retail Industries. Our global clients include:
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Passion

Our passion for the industry and the services we render is second 

to none. This passion is part of the company culture…packaging is 

a significant and high- profile challenge for our global society. It can 

be a force for good, it provides clean, safe and trustworthy products 

for consumers across all types of market. But it is also a challenge 

for future generations, in terms of plastics, waste management and 

impact on the environment. At James Ross Consulting, doing good 

is at the heart of what we do. 

Experience

We have over 25-years’ experience and a track record of delivering 

bottom-line cost reduction to clients across a wide range of manu-

facturing sectors. Our highly qualified staff are widely experienced 

in different technical, engineering, software and managerial areas.

Our Strengths

We are distinguished by the values that underly our service 

and the values which we deliver to our clients. They include.
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Flexibility 

We are flexible both in terms of delivering bespoke ser-

vices and in our cost structure. 

Operational Independence

This enables us to stay focused on projects and deliver 

quick and reliable solutions. 

Strong process and engineering skills

We display a robust technical approach to change man-

agement and practical experience/knowledge in all the 

facets of the industry.

Clients Collaboration and Engagement

Whilst we take full responsibility for delivery of program 

targets, we do work in collaboration with our clients, to 

ensure we achieve the best result for them. And impor-

tantly, a result they are happy to take ownership of at the 

end of the project. Our project teams are also in contact 

with their colleagues across the James Ross Consulting 

business, to ensure learnings are shared and that best 

practice remains at the core of all projects.
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Contact Us 

 
You may not get the second chance to do the right thing. Get 

your product packaging and cost optimization right, now! 

Visit https://www.jrconsulting.com/ or call / email us on: 

info@jrconsulting.com

ross@jrconsulting.com

duncan@jrconsulting.com

stuart@jrconsulting.com

UK:  Tel: +44 (0) 1280 822278;  Fax: +1 609 375 2001

US: Tel: +1 609 375 2365;   Fax: +1 609 375 2001

AUS: Tel: +61 (0) 2 9955 6978; Fax: +61 (0) 2 9955 1839

Central New Jersey,
United States

Sydney,
Australia

London,
United Kingdom
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